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Dr. James Dire has an M.S. degree in physics from the University of Central Florida and M.A.and Ph.D.
degrees from The Johns Hopkins University, both in planetary science. He has been a professor of physics
astronomy at several colleges and universities. Currently he is the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs at
Kauai Community College in Hawaii. He has played a key role in several observatory projects including the
Powell Observatory in Louisburg, KS,which houses a 30-inch (0.75-m) Newtonian; the Naval Academy
observatory with an 8-inch (0.20-m) Alvin Clark refractor; and he built the Coast Guard Academy
Astronomical Observatory in Stonington, CT, which houses a 20 inch (0.51-m) Ritchey–Chrétien Cassegrain

Gary Parkerson discovered early in his amateur-astronomy career that he was as 
fascinated by the tools of astronomy as by the amazing celestial objects they reveal –
perhaps more so. When not writing about astro-tech, he covers industrial technology
for a variety of online resources.

Howard L Ritter, Jr, M.D ls a retired haematologist and has been an amateur
astronomer since his parents gave him a 3-inch Edmund Scientific telescope for
Christmas 1957.

Austin Grant, a high-school Chemistry and Biology teacher, is a self-described perpet-
ual hobbyist, experienced in such areas as building computers and repairing arcade
equipment. Austin stumbled into astronomy several years ago and it soon became his
primary interest. Being a child of the digital age, it didn’t take long for him to find digi-
tal astro-imaging and he sold his last pinball machine to fund his current imaging rig.
Austin shares his passion for stargazing with his students.
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Don Schwab has been fascinated by the night sky all of his life and as he states,
“Nothing sums up my feelings better than the words of the late Thomas M. Back ‘Don’t
worry about what telescope you own, or its quality. Just get out under the night sky
and enjoy God’s wondrous universe.’”

Pierre Stromberg works in the software quality-assurance industry in Seattle,
Washington, and has indulged in amateur astronomy and astrophotography on and off
over the past 30 years. Though he has a variety of scopes, Pierre still regards his first,
a Celestron 8 from Roger Tuthill, as his favorite. Pierre has also participated in the
organized skeptic community, taking particular aim at the proponents of creation
astronomy.

George Stallings has been observing for more than 25 years, though he has only
recently jumped into the world of lunar and planetary imaging. A career information 
analyst and lifelong science-hobbies enthusiast, he navigates the fine line between 
late nights imaging and early mornings consulting for the federal government in 
northern Virginia.

André Van der Elst is a former chairman of InfoCosmos, a Belgian amateur astronomer
association. His “Astro-Tests” have been published in several French and Belgian
astronomy magazines, critically testing hundreds of telescopes, eyepieces and other
accessories. He has written two books: Astro-Tests and Astro-Guide (published by
Vuibert , France ). When he is not testing, you can find him biking all around the green
corners of Brussels , Belgium where he lives.
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Celestron has come out with an up-
graded CGEM mount they call the
CGEM II. The CGEM II is essentially
the same mount as the CGEM, but with
a sporty new look. The tripod and me-
chanical components are the same, but
Celestron has added some nifty new fea-
tures to the mount. The CGEM, CGEM
II and CGEM DX mounts are a midsized
class of German Equatorial Mounts
(GEM) generically called EQ6 mounts
They are similar to the Orion Atlas
mount and the Sky-Watcher EQ6. These
mounts are higher capacity mounts than
the Celestron Advanced VX but smaller
and more portable than the CGE Pro se-
ries.

For the past decade, I have been
using an Orion Atlas mount for setting
up telescopes at star parties. It has been a
good working mount. However, in set-
ting it up in the field, it only allows a
three-star alignment, which often fails
unless the polar alignment is nearly per-
fect. It has a good polar alignment scope,
but even zeroing in with it doesn’t always
result in good three-star alignment for
using the mount’s go-to feature.

At my college’s observatory, I have
been using a pier-mounted CGE Pro and
an older Celestron CGE on wheels,
rolling it out of the building onto a con-
crete pad to do visual observing while

doing CCD imaging inside with the
CGE Pro. With my CGE mount, all I
have to do is eyeball the polar axis to-
wards Polaris and run the two-star align-

ment with four calibration stars. The go-
to commands then do a good job of cen-
tering any object I request, all with a
rough polar alignment.

By Dr. James R. Dire

THE CELESTRON
CGEM II GERMAN

EQUATORIAL MOUNT

Image 1 - The CGEM II Tripod



I find the CGE and CGE Pro mount
a little too heavy to travel with and set up
at star parties. Also, the CGE cables have
been problematic over the years, and it
often decides to go the long way around
the declination axis when slewing to ob-
jects. So, I decided to try the new CGEM
II, with its internal cabling, for my travel
mount.

I ordered my CGEM right after
Christmas from TelescopesPlus in
Omaha. They were still having a Christ-
mas sale, and they shipped the mount to
me in Hawaii with UPS two-day delivery
for an amazingly low shipping cost. The
mount came in two boxes. The first box
contained the mount head, the hand con-
troller, the instruction manual, a DC
power cable and a counterweight bar. The
second box contained the tripod and
counterweight. Less than a week after
placing my order, I was setting it up on
the concrete patio outside our observa-
tory.

The Tripod
The first thing I unpacked was the

tripod (Image 1). The tripod is essentially
the same as the one that came with my
Atlas mount. It weighs 17 pounds (7.7
kilograms). The legs are 2.0 inches 
(50.8) in diameter and 32 inches (81.28
centimeters) long. They telescope out 
another 24 inches (60.96 centimeters) 
for placing a telescope at standing 
height.

New to the CGEM II are gradua-
tions on the legs (Image 2). The lines are
separated by 5.0 inches (12.7 centime-
ters) and make it easier to extend the legs
to equal lengths to level the mount. I am
surprised that no company has intro-
duced this feature before now. It’s easy to
interpolate between the 5-inch ticks to
get the legs equally extended.

A single bolt through the top plate
on the tripod holds the mount head
firmly in place. The mount weighs
around 41 pounds (18.6 kilograms) –
similar to the Atlas – and is not too diffi-
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Image 2 - Close-up of the graduations on the tripod leg extensions.  The marks are 5.0
inches apart.

Image 3 - The CGEM mount assembled and ready to accept a telescope.



cult for one person to set on top of the
tripod and lock down with the hand
knob between the tripod legs. Image 3
shows the mount head attached to the tri-
pod. Note the spreader plate, which keeps
the tripod legs stable and holds a few eye-
pieces.

The Mount
The counterweight slides onto the

0.75-inch (19 mm) diameter bar. The
supplied counterweight is supposed to be
17 pounds, but when I weighed mine at
home, it came out to 19.1 pounds (8.7
kilograms). I got a bonus 2.1 pounds in
the deal. My Atlas mount came with two
11-pound (5 kilogram) counterweights.
They are interchangeable with the Cele-
stron CGEM weights, as the holes are all
20 mm in diameter. Both mounts are
rated for a 40-pound (18.1 kilogram)
payload. The mount can accept both Los-
mandy-type and Vixen-type dovetail
plates. There are two knobs with gener-
ous sized handles to secure either style
dovetail plates to the mount.

This might be good time to note the
difference between the CGEM II and the
CGEM DX mounts. The CGEM DX
has a 45-pound (20.4 kilogram) tripod
with 2.75-inch (7-centimeter) diameter
legs and a counterweight shaft 1.25
inches in diameter. Because of these fea-

tures, it is rated to carry 50 pounds (22.7
kilograms), 10 more than the CGEM II.
But the mounts are essentially the same
internally. The CGEM II tripod is still
very sturdy for its payload rating, and I
prefer to transport and set up this lighter
tripod when travelling!

Plugging In
The close-up picture of the mount in

Image 4 shows where most things plug
into it. The 12 V-volt power cable jack is
on the left above the on/off switch. Other
jacks include the hand controller port, an
autoguider port and an auxiliary port. 
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Image 4 - The side plate of the CGEM II mount head. The new white face makes it easier to
see the labels at night.
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I plugged my Celestron GPS unit into
the AUX port during the inaugural test
run, so I didn’t have to enter the date,
time and coordinates into the hand con-
troller.

Polar Alignment – 
Method One

With the leg under the counter-
weight in Image 3 pointed north, I was
ready to polar align the mount. Image 5
shows the two knobs used to adjust the
mounts azimuth. One azimuth knob is
centered in the image, and the other is
barely visible in the upper left corner of
the image. All knobs have large easy-to-
grip handles, something Celestron
mounts have that other versions of EQ6-
class mounts don’t.

There is a built-in bubble level on
the side of the mount. The mount must
be leveled before polar alignment can
occur. I found the bubble a little hard to
see without a white flashlight, even in the
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Image 5 - A bubble level is built into the mount and the azimuth adjustment knobs have large
hand grips.
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daytime.
Image 6 shows the latitude scale for

the mount. The scale varies from 15° to
70°, the useful latitude range for the
mount. The big knob on the right raises
the altitude of the mount when cranked
in and lowers it when cranked out. The
smaller knob on the left is supposed to
oppose the right knob and lower the alti-
tude when cranked it. I found it did nei-
ther. I turned it all the way in as far as it
would go, and it would not lower the al-
titude as I backed out the right knob.
Therefore, I had to push down on the
counterweight side of the mount to lower
it after backing out the large knob. My
latitude is 22° N, so I set the latitude for
just under this so I could raise the mount
during the polar alignment process using
the big knob on the right.

The CGEM II is advertised to carry
up to an 11-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain tel-
escope. So, I attached a Celestron
HD1100 to the mount to see if it would
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Image 6 - The latitude scale ranges from 15° to 70°. A large hand knob on the right makes it
easy to raise the altitude of the mount, even with the maximum 40-pound payload aboard.
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hold it (Image 7). The supplied counter-
weight was not near big enough, so I added
an additional 12.5-pound weight I brought
with me. It was still not enough to balance
this 11-inch SCT, so I was unable to test
the mount with this telescope.

Next I put my 6-inch refractor on the
mount (Image 8). The supplied counter-
weight set all the way down the bar pro-
vided perfect balance. As soon as it was
dark, I started the polar alignment.

There are two ways to get a good
polar alignment with the CGEM II. One
method is to use the All-Star polar-align-
ment routine in the hand controller. First,
perform a rough alignment by setting the
latitude scale and pointing the right as-
cension axis north. Then perform a two-
star alignment with the hand controller
and add one to four calibration stars (four
is the maximum).

At this point, the All-Star polar align-
ment procedure needs to be followed.
First, slew to a known bright star in the
database, then center and align it. The
star should not be one of the alignment
stars. After it is centered, the mount will
slew to where the star should be located.
Next, using only azimuth and altitude
knobs, not the hand controller, the star
must be re-centered in the star in the eye-
piece. This corrects for the alignment
error and the mount should then be ac-
curately polar-aligned. The method
works great! Unfortunately, since the
mount has been moved, the two-star
alignment and calibration stars must be
repeated to get accurate go-to slewing.
The instruction manual does a poor job
of explaining this alignment procedure.
It doesn’t state where in the hand con-
troller menu to find the alignment pro-
cedure. However, with a little hunting, I
was able to find it and perform the pro-
cedure.

Polar Alignment – 
Method Two

The second way to get an accurate
polar alignment is to purchase and install
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Image 7 - The mount is rated to hold a C11 telescope, as shown.



the optional polar-alignment scope. My
Orion Atlas EQ6 came with a standard
polar-alignment scope that was factory
collimated. For the Celestron EQ6
mounts, the polar-alignment scope needs
to be owner installed and collimated be-
fore it can be used. Fortunately, this col-
limation only needs to be done once.
After the polar-alignment scope is
screwed into the mount, its three Allen

screws are used to adjust its collimation.
Here is another case where the in-

cluded instructions are poorly written. I
wish they stated the proper size Allen
wrench to use with the alignment screws.
The instructions directed me to point the
polar-alignment scope at Polaris, if colli-
mating it at night, or horizontally at some
object a mile away, if aligning it in the
daytime. Since the altitude adjustment on

the scope only goes down to 15°, point-
ing it horizontally is difficult unless one
leg is lowered to a precariously posture
that could cause the mount to tip over. I
chose a different method.

I drew a crosshair on a plain sheet of
paper and taped it to a wall inside my
house about 40 feet (12.2 meters) away
from where I set up the mount. Then I
used the azimuth and altitude knobs to

Image 8 - The author tested the mount with a 6.0-inch refractor powered with a 12-volt battery pack. The hand controller, the power cord, and
the optional Celestron GPS unit are plugged into the side of the mount.
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center the paper’s crosshairs in the polar
alignment scope. The idea is to adjust the
polar-alignment scope setscrews so that,
when the mount is rotated 180° in right
ascension, the crosshairs on the polar
alignment scope stay centered on the ob-
ject being viewed, in my case the paper’s
crosshairs. The process is tedious, but I
was successful after about 30 minutes of
tinkering.

Out in the field, I again aligned the
mount using the polar-alignment scope.
Unlike the Atlas mount, Celestron
mounts do not illuminate their polar
alignment scope. Several times during the
alignment procedure, I had to shine a red
light into the objective end of the polar
alignment scope to see the etchings.

To test the polar alignment, I then
ran the mount through the All Star align-
ment routine to see if there was any error.
There was none, attesting to the accuracy
of my polar-alignment scope’s collima-
tion and the polar alignment obtained

with the instrument. While it is not nec-
essary to purchase the polar alignment
scope, and it won’t work without a clear
view to Polaris, I found using the polar-
alignment scope to be much faster than
the All Star alignment method. The two-
star alignment routine, with calibration
stars, is run only once after aligning the
mount with the polar alignment scope.

Performance
How did the mount perform? After

the mount is polar aligned and a mount
model is conducted with two alignment
stars and three or four calibration stars,
the mount’s go-to capabilities placed any
object I called for into the center of the
eyepiece. I am quite happy with the per-
formance of the mount.

Another new feature of the mount is
the mini-USB port in the hand controller
for controlling the mount with a com-
puter. A mini-USB-to-USB cable is not
included, but I happen to have several. I

tested the mount with two telescope con-
trol programs: Voyager by Carina Soft-
ware and The Sky X Pro from Software
Bisque. Both drove the mount to called
objects as accurately as the 40,000-object
database in the hand controller. Both
software programs have millions of ob-
jects in their databases, so using a com-
puter to control the mount has
advantages.

I have yet to measure the mount’s pe-
riodic error and test its imaging capabili-
ties. However, I have used other EQ6
mounts for astro-imaging and find them
to be perfectly suitable for telescopes with
focal lengths under 800 mm.

In conclusion, I am very happy with
the CGEM II mount and hope to have
many years of use with it as my travel
mount. The set up is quick, it handles the
weights of each of my travel telescopes,
and it finds objects with the hand con-
troller or laptop control and accurately
centers them in the eyepiece.

Howie Glatter’s Lasers  

3850 Sedgwick Ave. # 14F  • Bronx, New York 10463, USA • Tel: +1 (718) 796-3203, 8AM - 8PM EST
howieglatter@mindspring.com • www.collimator.com

Glatter Collimation

The Blug™
The innovative Blug™ -
short for Barlowed collima-
tion plug - is used with a
laser collimator to perform
perfect Barlowed laser 
primary mirror alignment.

Priced at
1.25”- $35, 2”- $65

tuBlug™
The tuBlug™ is the Blug™ for
those who want to Barlow-colli-
mate their primary from the back of
the scope, but have a solid tube
Newtonian, or prefer not to have
to slide their shroud up.

Priced at
1.25”- $75, 2”- $115

Parallizer™
Keep it Square!  Centering is nice,
but parallelism is golden and the
Glatter Parallizer™ has a patented
design that insures dead parallel
alignment between a 2” drawtube
and a 1.25” accessory.

Priced at Priced at $45

Laser Collimators
Our Collimators have long been recognized as
the best in the industry. Available in several con-
figurations they are shockproof and hand ma-
chined to < 0.00002” < 15 arc second beam
alignment. Each laser is individually tested prior
to shipping and is complimented with various 
attachments and other parts.

Priced at 1.25”- $75, 2”- $115
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